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VFL Launches Governor’s 
Pro-Life Pledge Campaign 

Building on their success in the House of
Delegates this year, Virginians for Life plans to
spend this summer mobilizing pro-life voters.
VFL wants voters to persuade Republican
candidate for governor, Bob McDonnell, to take
the Governor’s Pro-Life Pledge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Every year, the governor sends a budget to

the legislature.  He also has veto authority to
delete items in the budget after the legislature
amends it. This means the governor can take out
money to kill babies with the stroke of a pen. 

All the democratic candidates for governor
are strong supporters of abortion and abortion
funding.  However, candidate McDonnell claims
to be pro-life.   

 To determine whether or not Mr.
McDonnell is pro-life in deed as well as word,
VFL will encourage him to take the Governor’s
Pro-Life Pledge, which says, "I pledge to veto
the section of the budget that can be used to   
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Candidate for 
governor, Bob 
McDonnell, should 
make his pro-life 
position clear and 
unequivocal by 
signing the VFL 
Pro-Life Pledge.  
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Pro-Life Pledge Campaign 
Gains Traction 

Speaker William Howell 
 Betrays Babies  

This year, Virginians for Life led an
aggressive pro-life pledge campaign in the
House of Delegates to stop tax-payer funding
of abortion. VFL volunteers gathered pledges
from principled pro-life Virginians all across
Virginia asking politicians to stop funding
abortion with taxpayer dollars.  

Jacob Parrish, VFL Program Director,
personally delivered the stacks of pledges to
the desks of delegates and senators in
Richmond. Each pledge served notice that the
voter who signed it would not support any
politician who voted for any budget containing
abortion funding.   

Delegate Athey led the charge in the
House with help from Delegate Marshall.
Delegate Athey spent his own money on a
state-wide mailing before the session saying he
wanted to take abortion funding out of the
budget. 

Senators Obenshain and Cuccinelli also
introduced an amendment in the Senate to
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TRACTION – cont. from page 1 For the first time in Virginia history, pro-life
Virginians took a hard-line stand and told their
delegates and senators that they would NOT
support them the next time they ran for office if
they voted for ANY budget with ANY money in
it for the abortion industry.  As a result, several
politicians correctly voted "NAY" to a budget
with abortion money in it. 

Parrish is asking VFL supporters to thank
these legislators who voted AGAINST the entire
budget.  They are as follows: 

"House NAYS--Athey, Frederick, Gear,
Gilbert, Marshall, R.G., Pogge, Pollard,  
R.L. Ware,-- 8. 
"Senate NAYS--Cuccinelli,Hurt, McDougle,
Obenshain, Smith-- 5." 

“It has become clear that some of them
voted against the budget for other reasons,”
Parrish said.  However, he also said that it is the
VFL position that if a politician does the right
thing for the wrong reason, it is up to them to
proclaim their motivations.  “We are not mind
readers,” he expressed.   

There are three things that have become
clear as the smoke rises from the budget battle
over child killing. 

1.  Pro-life voters got further this year than
any year in the past. 

2. No one can say that voting against an
entire budget is something they cannot do,
because 13 legislators did! 

3.  The pro-life pledge clearly was a factor in
the minds of at least some of the legislators who
voted correctly.  Delegate Athey said early in the
session as he was handed a stack of pledges that
he was leaning towards voting against the entire
budget in order to take a stand against abortion
funding.  

Parrish concluded by saying that “VFL will
not stop fighting on behalf of the pre-born
babies who cannot vote.  I pray that VFL
supporters will keep their pledge and remember
their commitment in November." 

  

strip all abortion spending from the budget.  
While that amendment passed last year, it
never saw the light of day this year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Speaker Howell Betrays Babies 
In the end, the House of Delegates

successfully de-funded abortion funding, but
had to watch Republican Speaker William
Howell trade it away for other budget priorities
with the Senate. 

Speaker Howell and his budget conferees
in the House (Putney, Hamilton, Sherwood,
Cox, Hogan, and Joannou) traded away the
Athey-Marshall "Ban Abortion Spending"
amendment in order to work out a budget
compromise with the Senate.   Under orders
from Bill Howell, they traded the innocent
blood of babies for other budget priorities.  

Program Director Jacob Parrish told
supporters, “Such compromises are a political
reality that pro-life Virginians need to
understand and fight against if we are ever
going to completely de-fund baby killing.” 

Concerned voters spoke to politicians
through stacks of pro-life pledges, through
phone calls to their offices, and through
personal visits.  The goal of the VFL Pro-life
Pledge campaign was to influence politicians to
take a stand against ALL abortion spending.
 In fact, several conservative politicians, who
had previously said they would not vote
against the budget, listened and in the end
voted against the entire state budget. 

While the annual funding of child killing
remains in the budget, pro-life Virginians can
humbly proclaim a victory – they have shown
the power of a vocal minority.  

Delegate Athey spent 
his own funds on a 
state-wide mailing 
advocating defunding 
abortion. 
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fund abortions, if the legislature does not
amend abortion funding out of the budget." 

 Pro-life voters will once again have an
opportunity to download a personal pledge
through the VFL website or receive it in the
mail.  The pledge will inform Bob McDonnell
that if he wants their support, he needs to
promise to veto abortion funding.   

"We are certain that if candidate
McDonnell is genuine in his pro-life claims, he
will not delay in signing the Governor’s Pro-
Life Pledge and making his position known to
the thousands of pro-life voters here in
Virginia," said VFL Program Director Jacob
Parrish. 
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In order to launch an aggressive pro-life
pledge campaign, Virginians for Life created a
new position of program director. 

Jacob Parrish, a former campaign manager
for conservative candidates in Virginia,
accepted the new position and headed up the
pro-life pledge campaign. He led the campaign
to stop giving Planned Parenthood taxpayer
dollars in Virginia, gathering stacks of pro-life
pledges from voters from all over the state.  

Parrish brought VFL a much-needed
presence in pro-life efforts. He made multiple
trips to Richmond to deliver the pledges and
to pressure delegates and senators to vote
against any budget with blood money in it for
the abortion industry. 

"We saw mixed success during this
session," Parrish said. "Republican Speaker of
the House of Delegates, William Howell,
ultimately traded away the amendment to strip
abortion spending from the budget. And yet,
the pro-life pledges still influenced a handful
of pro-life legislators to take a stand against the
entire budget.  Not all of our legislators voted
to protect babies' lives, but some did, and the
pro-life pledge was a large factor." 

The young, energizing college student said
that even though the pro-life pledge idea
gained traction, VFL has merely scratched the
surface of its potential. 

According to Parrish, "This idea will catch
on, because the pledge concept gives the voter
an opportunity to withhold their single greatest
power – their vote – from any politician who
will not take a stand to defend babies' lives." 

VFL Program Director Jacob Parrish 
meets with Senator Mark Obenshain. 

 

New Program Director Runs 
Pro-Life Pledge Campaign 

Jacob Parrish Sees Greater Potential 
in Pledge Effort 
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From the Desk of Jacob Parrish 
Program Director, VFL 

Thank you so much for your 
prayers on behalf of VFL. 
From our successful pledge 
campaign in Richmond, to 
the creation of a brand new 
website, to the launch of a 
new force within the pro-life 
movement for the 2009 
elections, we have truly 
experienced God's leading.
 

Your principled stand to defend babies and the 
effort you put behind that conviction is what 
presses us to move forward in this fight. After 
we issued the Pro-Life Pledge this year, we 
received stacks of signed pledges from all over 
the state. We also saw the impact this 
movement had during Virginia's legislative 
cycle and the budget votes in Richmond. Now, 
we want to feed off of that energy and launch a 
statewide pledge drive in the 2009 governor's 
race! 
 
Many voters have signed the pro-life pledge to 
their politician, and I pray they will honor that 
pledge as the election draws closer. This year's 
election dynamics are unique. None of our pro-
life politicians are being challenged in the 
primary season. And none of those who 
desperately needed a challenge for betraying 
the babies have a contest until November. This 
means that VFL will need to shift our focus 
and resources onto the governor's race.  
 
Attorney General Bob McDonnell is a pro-life 
candidate who might be willing to lead the 
fight to defund abortion. With help from pro-
life voters all over the Commonwealth, we 
want to encourage McDonnell to sign a pro-life
pledge promising to use his power as governor 

to veto all abortion spending in future 
budgets.  
 
This new initiative is a huge, but necessary, 
goal. Supporters of VFL agree that electing a 
staunchly pro-life governor is a top priority.  
However, no other organization has taken up 
the task of demanding action to match 
rhetoric. And so VFL is prepared to take on 
this responsibility. With your help, we can 
remind Bob McDonnell how important every 
baby's life is and encourage him to take a 
firm stand against child killing in Virginia. 
 
We will need your prayers as we press on in 
this battle. We will also need all the 
resources you can provide, including: 
volunteer effort, pledge distribution, hosting 
pro-life pledge presentations, and generous 
financial gifts. All of these are crucial 
elements of success. 
 
Please join me in this principled effort to 
save all the babies, one life at a time. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Jacob 
 

Jacob Parrish 
Program Director 

 


